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34. Note on Dirichlet Series. XII. On the Analogy
between Singularities and Order.Directions. I
By Chuji TANAKA
Mathematical Institute, Waseda University, Tokyo
(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J.A., March 12, 1954)

(1) Introduction. Let us put
(1.1) F(s)=
a exp (-s) (s=+i, 0<.<... <-->+ oo).
=1
C. Biggeri has proved the next theorem.
C. Biggeri’s Theorem (1) pp. 979-980, 2) p. 294). Leg (1.1) be
simply convergent for >0. If 9l(a)O (n=l, 2,...) and
lim (cos (arg(a))) /h’ =1, then s=O is the singular point.
In this note, we shall establish an analogous heorem concerning order-direction. We begin with
Definition. Let (1.1) be uniformly convergent in the whole plane.
Then, we call the direction (s)=t the order-direction of (1.1), wevided that, in (s)-t
(" any positive constant), (1.1) h the
same order as in the whole plane, i.e.
lim 1/(-a). log+log + M(a)=lim 1/(-a). log+log + M(a, t, e),
where
M(a)=Sup F(a+ig)[,
M(a,
-<< +

log + x

C)= o,

Max [0, log x}.
Remark. The order-direction is a special case of the order-curve
defined in the previous note (3) ).
Our theorem is the following
Theorem. Let (1.1) be uniformly convergent in the whole plane.
If we have
(n=l, 2,...),
(1.2) ( ) t(a)0
log
lim
(ii)
1/ 2 log (cos )=0, art (a)
then (s)=O is the order-direction of (1.1).
As its corollary, we get
Corollary. Let (1.1) with (a)O (n=l, 2,.,.),
lim (cos ) x/z =1, (=arg(a)) be simply (necessarily absolutdy) conergent in the whole plane. Then (s)=O is th order-direction of
(1.1). In partular, if
< /2 (n=l,2,...), the same convlusion holds.
(2) Leto--s. To prove this theorem, we need some lemmas.
Lemma I (C. Tanaka, 4) p. 77, corollary IV). Under the sa
assumptio
in our Theorem, the order p of (1.1) is given by
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1/p=lim (x log x)-. log T,

(2.1)

where (i) p=lim 1/(-a). log.+ log + M(a),
(ii) T=Sup
a exp (-it ,) [,

M(a)=SupiF(a/it) I,
the greatest integer

x

contained in x.
Lemma II. Let (1.1) with (a)O (n=l, 2,...)be uniformly
convergent in the whole plane.
Put G(s)=9(a,) exp(-.s),
which is evidently absolutely convergent everywhere. If G(s) ha the
same order as (1.1), then 3(s)=O is the order-direction of (1.1).
Proof. We denote by p and pa the order of (1.1) and G(s)
respectively. For any given e (>0), we have esily
SupF(a+it) ]=M()MaxF(s)=M(; ) F()
Cs)=
-<t<+

gl

Cs)

F(a)] Z (a,) exp (- ,a)
t-I

Sup G(a + it) !- MaCa),

-<t<+

so that

=im 1/(-) .log + Io + M()iim /(-). og
lim I/(--a). log + log + Ma(a)=pa.

Hence, by p=pa, we ge
p lim I/(- a). log + loft + M(a ).
Since z is arbitrary, 3(s)=0 is the order-direction of (I.I).
( 3 ) Proof of the Theorem
By lemma II, it suees o prove tha G(s)=

has ehe same order as F(s). Denoting by p, Pa, he order of F(s)
and G(s) respectively, by lemma I we have

liml/(zlogx).logT,--1/,

T=Supa, exp(-it,)I,

lira 1/@ log x).log ,= 1/p,,

u,= Sup

Since

T

a

(a)-- g, we have evidently

(.)
-/p
-/p.
On the other nd, putting Min cos (0)= cos O,k,), we get
(8.2)
U= (a)= 9 eos (0.,) cos
cos (e)).T.
Since we get easily
Jim 1/@ loft x). ,)log )=1, lira 1/(()
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we obtain

lim 1/(x log x). log (cos 0())=0,
X-Oo

so that, by (3.2)
lira 1/(x log x) .log

U> lira 1/(x log x). log T,
-/ => -/.

i.e.

(a.a)
Hence, by (3.1), (3.2),

q.e.d.
p=p.
Proof of Corollary. By T. Kojima’s theorem (5) ), the simple
and absolute convergence-abscissa
a, of (1.1) are determined

,

respectively by

6,=ii 1/x. log i a.

6,,-li- 1/x. log

Therefore, putting Min cos (.)=eos (.c.), we have

]Z a.

(a.)

Z]a.

cos (0.)

cos (0.)).

so that

lira l/.loff { lal}
Since we ffe evidently
lim Ac/x 1,

+ lim l/.loff (cos (0)
lim 1/. loft (cos (0)) -0,

by (8.4) we obtain a=-. In oher words, F(s) is absolutely (a
foriori uniformly)converffen in he whole lane. Thus, all assumptions of heorem are satisfied, so ha (s)-0 is he orderdirection, .e.d.
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